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A pale limitation
IS AUSTRALIAN televi-
sion really "hideously
white"? Last year
Britain's racial equality
chief Trevor Phillips
initiated an inquiry into
racial depictions on
television, and
summed up Britain's
television diet in those
two pithy words.

W
hat's slightly em-
barrassing for us
down under is that

two of the programs singled
out for criticism by English
viewers were Neighbours and
Home and Away. Even from
the other side of the world
they couldn't quite swallow a
Summer Bay denuded of non-
Anglos.

We're almost a decade into
the 21st century, in a country
where one in five of us has a
parent born somewhere else,
yet Australian dramas contin-
ue to be predominantly — in
some cases exclusively — peo-
pled by a bizarrely Aryan co-
hort that's entirely at odds
with what most of us experi-
ence in our day-to-day lives.
It's a phenomenon that leaves
many feeling decidedly un-

comfortable.
"I started in the Cop Shop

era when there was one token
Greek in the show," says direc-
tor Peter Andrikidis. "I was
the token wog as well, as a di-
rector." It was the 1980s, a
time when casting agents, pro-
ducers and directors were
wary of anything even slightly
out of the ordinary. "There
was always this thing that for-
eign names or faces would put
the audience off; that Asian
and Middle Eastern people
couldn't act; and that indige-
nous people just wouldn't turn
up. I'm not kidding. Producers
would say, 'Well, we could cast
them but they wouldn't turn
up.' "

Andrikidis says things have
improved since then — he's
directing the second season of
East West 101, a deeply multi-
cultural cop show. But that's
for SBS. Mainstream, com-
mercial television is still, by

and large, terribly white. "But
it isn't inherent racism," he
says. "It's just not thinking out-
side the box. When we cast tel-
evision, we see the same faces
again and again and again, be-
cause there's the theory that
these people will bring an au-
dience. And those people tend
to be non-ethnic because they
haven't been given the oppor-
tunities early on in their ca-
reer."

And if the series he's direct-
ing will have a marginal audi-
ence — realistically SBS only
ever garners about 5 per cent
of the viewing audience — it's

still worthwhile. It can, for in-
stance, give those non-Anglo
actors a break and the begin-
nings of a profile. "I cast Don
Hany eight years ago in He-
roes' Mountain," Andrikidis
says. "He did Water Rats for
me, then White Collar Blue,
East West, False Witness, and
now Underbelly. Not bad for a
boy from Iraq."

And there are pockets where
all races are allowed. In reality
shows, where contestants tend
to self-select on talent or other
criteria (like being grotesquely
overweight). And in comedy,
where everyone from the Wogs
out of Work to the ABC's ris-
ing star Lawrence Leung have
proved themselves true Aussies
by showing themselves pre-
pared to take the piss.

"I started in the Cop Shop
era when there was one to-

ken Greek in the show,"
says director Peter An-

drikidis. "I was the token
wog as well, as a director." 


